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We Understand Power 
As the world’s demand for sustainable power grows, so do our 
contributions to the sector. SNC-Lavalin’s frst assignments more than 
a century ago were for power facilities, and we’ve since installed enough 
capacity to power 35 cities the size of New York, and enough transmission 
and distribution lines to circle the globe almost three times. We work 
across all power sectors including nuclear, hydro, thermal and 
transmission and distribution. 

413,000 MEGAWATTS 
OF POWER COMPRISED OF 

296,000 MW 
OF HYDRO POWER 

68,000 MW 
OF NUCLEAR POWER 

OVER MORE THAN 

71,000 MILES 2,50049,000 MW of transmission & + substations
OF THERMAL POWER distribution lines worldwide 

ACCIS 
Readily confgurable and scalable 

Product Description 

Advanced Control Centre Information System (ACCIS) is a 
supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA) system designed 
to provide operator interface functions for both safety and non-
safety applications. 

Advantages 

With its strong safetyproperties, ACCIS is also 
well-suited to implement HMIs for safety-
instrumented systems (SIS) in other industries 
such as chemical, conventional power, and oil and 
gas. Through its design, ACCIS reduces costs 
associated with development of custom software 
and allows greater control of behavioural 
attributes of the system, including data sampling 
and storage rates, the appearance and behaviour 
of displays, alarm annunciation features, and the 
confguration of system health checks. ACCIS is 
part of an extensive range of products and services 
that SNC-Lavalin offers to provide clients with 
effective safety and reliability solutions. 

Tested Performance 

Nuclear qualifed (IEC 62513/62138 Safety Class 2 IEEE 1E), 
ACCIS is ideally suited to implement nuclear power plant control 
room human-machine interface (HMI) systems such as: 

› Post-accident monitoring (PAM) display systems 

› Safety parameter display systems (SPDS) 

› Divisional safety displays 

› Multi-divisional control and display HMIs for highly integrated 
control rooms 

› Sequence of event monitors and annunciation systems 



 

PARS 
Automatically activated without external power or operator action 

Product Description 

Our passive autocatalytic recombiner (PAR) is designed for high-
capacity hydrogen gas removal in nuclear containment buildings 
following accidental hydrogen releases. Using catalysts that 
promote hydrogen oxidation and are not deactivated by water vapor 
or steam, our PAR units are specially formulated to operate over a 
wide range of temperatures and humidity levels; they are also 
unaffected by high radiation doses or PWR molten-core aerosols. 

PARS have been installed around 
the world, including: 

Specifcations 

The compact stainless steel PAR is designed for easy installation 
and minimal maintenance. The unit is installed in a mounting 
support, anchored to containment concrete or welded to structural 
steel. Supports for foor and wall mounting are seismically 
qualifed for use in a design basis earthquake. The catalyst plates 
can be accessed easily for inspection and testing. Three PAR sizes 
allow for fexibility in application. PARs automatically activate 
without external power or operator action, effectively preventing 
hydrogen buildup in the containment structure. 

› Canada 

› Finland 

› France 

› Korea 

PARs have been 
installed in: 

› Pressurized water 
reactors (PWRs) 

› Water-water energetic 
reactors (VVERs) 

› Pressurized heavy water 
reactors (PHWRs) 

We Connect Innovation 
with Excellence 
Our Nuclear team provides engineering, procurement and construction 
management expertise in delivering nuclear technology products and 
full-service solutions to utilities around the globe. 

In addition to life extension projects, and both nuclear steam plant (NSP) 
and balance of plant (BOP) projects, we offer a catalogue of engineering 
and feld services, including civil, reactor, mechanical, process and 
equipment engineering, and an extensive range of plant life management 
and steam generator maintenance programs. 

Our knowledgeable team of over 1,000 nuclear power experts develop and 
deliver customized plant life management programs, as well as a full suite 
of operations and maintenance services, products, and tooling for boiling 
water reactors (BWRs) and pressure water reactors (PWRs). The team 
has a deep level of design and execution experience drawn over the course 
of our more than 60 years in the nuclear industry. We have completed 
projects in Argentina, Canada, China, Korea, Romania, South Africa and 
the United States. 

We were the frst engineering and construction company in Canada to be authorized by the 
American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) to construct nuclear class items under 
an N Certifcate of Authorization in June 2011. This attests that the items constructed by 
SNC-Lavalin’s Nuclear team, bearing an N Code Symbol Stamp, comply with all the 
requirements of the ASME Boiler and Pressure Code. N 



End-To-End 
Nuclear Services 
Our services bring in-depth nuclear expertise delivered by our experts 
in project management, project execution and procurement 

Engineering and Field Services 

With increasing pressure to complete safe outages in a timely 
fashion, it is important to have an advanced and reliable 
engineering and feld services provider. SNC-Lavalin experts 
have the knowledge and project management experience to 
execute engineering services, and well-planned inspections and 
assessments, which maximize technology effciency in BWRs and 
PWRs. A focused and comprehensive feld services program 
means fewer unplanned outages, higher effciencies and lower 
costs. Added benefts include longer reactor life, high reliability 
and high predictability, which maximize your energy production 
and revenue. SNC-Lavalin’s Nuclear team has the right expert 
for the job—no matter the feld. Our highly qualifed engineers 
and designers have experience carrying out new build projects 
and modifying existing structures and buildings for plant life 
extension projects. 

Our team of reactor, civil, mechanical, process and equipment 
engineering experts can help you with: 

› Radioactive waste storage structure design 

› Seismic margin assessments including fragility analysis 
of civil structures and equipment 

› Post-Fukushima assessments including seismic capacity 
calculations and seismic PSA/PRA including evaluation of 
beyond design basis seismic events 

› Special purpose piping analysis, including high energy 
line break assessment (HELBA) 

› Solutions for obsolete feedwater control systems 

› Obsolescence consultation to ensure effcient and 
reliable parts supply 

Plant Life Management 

SNC-Lavalin is a leader in plant life management (PLiM) for 
nuclear stations. We customize PLiM programs to meet specifc 
utility needs based on our wealth of knowledge and over six 
decades of nuclear experience. Our integrated programs help 
utilities maximize plant life and ensure reliability and predictability. 
We supplement utility asset management programs, basing our 
recommendations on detailed analysis and station feedback. 
A focused and comprehensive PLiM program supports long term 
operation, while providing enhanced equipment reliability 
throughout the life of the station. 

Civil Engineering 

Our civil group, one of the largest in the industry, modifes existing 
structures, delivers conceptual and detailed designs for steel, 
concrete and masonry structures, and performs fnite element, 
seismic and load analysis of civil structures. Additionally, our 
SQUG-certifed engineers can conduct seismic screening and walk 
downs in the station. 

Reactor, Mechanical, Process & 
Equipment Engineering 

Members of this team analyze thermal hydraulic characteristics 
and complete human factors assessments for mechanical 
systems. In addition to designing or modifying existing process, 
reactor and piping systems, our experts can also select, procure 
and install the necessary equipment and components. 

Instrumentation, Control & 
Electrical Engineering 

Our experts design systems that ensure reliable plant operation 
under all conditions. The Instrumentation, Control & Electrical 
team provides stations with safety systems that meet single 
failure criteria, high availability requirements, and applicable code, 
standards and regulatory requisites. SNC-Lavalin’s highly trained 
and experienced engineers bring innovative, timely, and cost 
effective solutions to nuclear power plants globally. 

We are the designer/OEM of 

32 NUCLEAR 
POWER 
PLANTS 

AROUND THE WORLD 



Tooling, Robotics & Spare Parts 

SNC-Lavalin’s Nuclear team designs and manufactures a range of 
robotics and inspection equipment. In addition, we offer 
obsolescence solutions, re-engineering, specialty tooling, updated 
components or assemblies, and competitive pricing. We maintain a 
select list of frequently used spare parts in stock to provide faster 
turnaround to our customers. Our services include equipment 
replacement, item equivalency evaluations (IEE), equipment 
upgrades, environmental qualifcation of equipment and systems, 
on-site assistance, design and procurement packages for plant 
upgrades, spare parts procurement, fuel handling software 
assistance, stress analysis, and training of station staff. 

Nuclear Safety 

Working closely with utilities, we analyze and implement 
performance improvements to enhance plant safety and operation. 
In addition to preparing licensing submissions, performing 
probabilistic safety analysis (PSA), reliability and risk analyses, 
we also design and deliver post-Fukushima safety upgrades. 

Radiation and Health Physics 

SNC-Lavalin’s health physicists and radiation protection experts 
ensure the utmost of safety at nuclear power plants. Our 
specialists visit stations to survey radiation felds and implement 
on-site radiation protection programs; the can also conduct 
environmental assessment surveys of nuclear systems. 

Environmental Qualifcation 

Our experts conduct environmental qualifcation assessments and 
testing services to ensure safety-related equipment will perform 
as intended in the unlikely event of an accident. Focused on 
maximizing performance, our specially trained feld services teams 
test equipment in different temperatures, pressures and radiation 
conditions to develop effective plant life assurance and life cycle 
management programs. 

Computer and Display Systems 

This group supplies computer systems for nuclear plant 
applications. Working with our customers, we improve and 
maintain existing systems, and complete safety assessments on 
software in accordance with international codes and standards. 
We also have specialized human factors engineers who plan 
functional and task analyses, verifcations, and integrated safety 
reviews for a plant’s life cycle. 

Steam Generators 

With an extensive range of services, SNC-Lavalin’s Nuclear team 
works directly with customers to address steam generator needs. 
Our experts offer comprehensive life management plans for steam 
generators. From removing and replacing existing units to 
analyzing the chemistry and material condition and conducting 
primary side cleaning of the units, SNC-Lavalin’s experts provide 
solutions that keep all components of your nuclear station 
operating safely and reliably. 
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ECC Strainers 
Passive, durable and customized 

Product Description 

We are the exclusive supplier of the Finned Strainer® – the 
preferred solution to strainer clogging problems. Designed with 
the porous fns attached to a common header, the emergency core 
cooling strainers can be sized and confgured to ft a wide range 
of conditions and varied reactor types, including BWRs and PWRs. 
The Finned Strainers allow nuclear stations to meet the industry’s 
stringent emergency cooling strainer requirements, while 
maintaining a compact and fexible design. 

We employ a rigorous program of material selection, 
› Stainless steel construction avoids in-service corrosion manufacturing and testing to ensure pump seals exceed exacting 

standards and performance criteria. Our pump seals operate › Easily accommodates size expansion if needed at a later date 
reliably for numerous fuel cycles, reducing maintenance costs as › Support LWR chemical effects testing 
well as reducing radiation exposure for maintenance personnel. 

Our pump seals are installed in nuclear stations in Canada, 
China, Japan, Mexico, Switzerland and the United States, including 
Duane Arnold, Nine Mile, River Bend, Grand Gulf, Oyster Creek, 
Clinton, Limerick, Hope Creek and Perry. Customers who replace 
their original pump seals with our reliable and top performing 
designs experience increased operational safety, performance 
and reliability. 

Finned Strainer Features 

› Passive design 

› Extremely durable 

› Compact to minimize footprint 

› Easy to assemble, no feld welding required 

› Tolerates low water level 

› Low head loss under the expected extreme conditions 

› Flexible and modular design accommodate different layout 
and sizing needs 

› Qualifed to operate under submerged condition during and 
after seismic event 

Pump Seals 
Reliable and precision-engineered 

Product Description 

SNC-Lavalin’s specialty pump seals for BWR reactor recirculating 
pumps provide unmatched service life in commercial nuclear 
power plants. Decades of research and development have allowed 
us to produce precision-engineered, application-specifc pump 
seals using specialty materials and unique high-temperature-
resistant elastomers to signifcantly exceed original seal 
manufacturers’ performance specifcations. 

Tested Performance 

Operation and Maintenance Advantages 

› Tolerance to pressure and temperature variations well in 
excess of specifed requirements 

› Reliable operation for two to three times longer than OEM 
seals resulting in lower maintenance costs 

› Two stage seal assemblies are designed and tested to operate 
at full system pressure with one functioning stage 

› Compatible with existing pump seal cartridges with less time 
and effort required for replacement and signifcant reductions 
in radiation exposure 

› Refurbishment of pump seals is readily performed at site by 
site maintenance personnel 

› Excellent and responsive on-site service support 



power@snclavalin.com ® Registered trademark of Atomic Energy of Canada Ltd. (AECL), used under 
www.snclavalin.com/power licence by Candu Energy Inc., a Member of the SNC-Lavalin Group. 
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